Applications in prescribed form are invited from Indian citizens who fulfill the following essential qualifications and other eligibility conditions as on 1.7.2018 for preparation of a panel for appointment to 5 posts of Chauffeur placed in Level 5 of Pay Matrix with initial Basic Pay of Rs. 29200 plus usual allowances as admissible under the Rules:-

Essential Qualifications:
X Standard examination conducted by any Board/Institute recognised by the Government and holding a valid driving licence to drive light motor vehicle (goods/passenger) with knowledge of motor vehicle mechanism.

Experience
Minimum 3 years experience of driving a light motor vehicle (goods/passenger).

The number of vacancies may change subject to requirement.

Age Requirement
Candidates should not be below 21 years and above 30 years of age as on 1.7.2018. Usual relaxation in age will be admissible to SC/ST/OBC/Ex-Servicemen and dependents of Freedom Fighters as per Government Rules. Relaxation in upper age limit upto 40 years may be given to those departmental candidates who are having atleast 3 years continuous service in the Registry as on 1.7.2018. However, no relaxation in age will be allowed to the candidates working in other Government departments etc.

Reservation
Reservation in direct recruitment for the candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Ex-Servicemen shall be in accordance with the Rules, Orders and Notifications issued from time to time by the Government of India in respect of posts carrying the pay scale...
corresponding to the pay scale prescribed for the post of Chauffeur, subject to such modification, variation or exception as the Chief Justice may, from time to time, specify. Reservation for dependents of Freedom Fighters shall be in accordance with the orders issued by the Chief Justice of India.

**Scheme of Examination/Selection**

**A. Written Test:**
- **Total Marks:** 25
  (Minimum qualifying marks 15)

  To adjudge whether he possesses thorough knowledge about Traffic Rules and Regulations, Road Signs, knowledge of English Numerals and figures.

  Only those who qualify in the written test will be eligible to appear for comprehensive Practical Tests and Interview.

**B. Practical Test:**

1. **Driving Skills**
   - **Total Marks:** 25
     (Minimum qualifying marks 15)

   To adjudge the driving skills of the candidate, Road sense, Road safety, manners, attitude and behaviour.

2. **Mechanical Skills**
   - **Total Marks:** 25
     (Minimum qualifying marks 15)

   To adjudge whether the candidate possesses good knowledge of Petrol, Diesel and CNG Engines working, vehicle mechanism, technical aspect and is able to locate fault, rectify minor running defects and carry out minor running defects.

   To assess the ability to change wheels, correctly inflate tyres and clear Carburetor plug etc.

**C. Interview:**

- **Total Marks:** 25
  (Minimum qualifying marks 15)

  1. To assess the personality, driving habit, behaviour, temperament of the candidate and to adjudge his abilities to react in any particular emergency.

  2. To ask general technical questions and adjudge the aptitude of the candidate including knowledge about maintenance of vehicle, safety precautions, fuel efficiency, automobile and general awareness and important locations in Delhi/New Delhi, various roads etc.

  Preference will be given to the candidates who are prepared to reside
at the residence of Hon'ble Judges, at least once for a term of 5 years, as and when directed during their career and to those candidates who reside within five kilometers radius of the Supreme Court. The selected candidates shall be required to render duty even at odd hours and on Sundays/holidays. The candidates selected will have to execute an undertaking that they will without demur render services and stay within 5 km radius of the Supreme Court or at the residence of Hon'ble Judges, atleast once for a term of five years, as and when directed during his career, in default they will have no claim or any right to continue in the said post and the appointing authority shall be at liberty to remove/revert them back from the said post without assigning any reason.

The candidates who fulfill the prescribed qualifications and eligibility conditions should submit the application in the prescribed form (as per format) addressed to The Registrar (Admn.I), Supreme Court of India, Tilak Marg, New Delhi-110201 giving full particulars including date of birth, educational qualifications, experience, whether SC/ST/OBC/Ex-Servicemen etc. duly supported by self-attested copies of all the relevant educational qualifications, caste certificate & discharge certificate in case of Ex-servicemen, copy of valid driving licence to drive Light Motor Vehicle (goods/passenger) and passport size photograph so as to reach latest by 8.9.2018. Candidates already in service should submit their application through proper channel only. The Registry will not be responsible for any postal loss or delay.

The candidates applying for the examination should ensure that they fulfill all the eligibility conditions for admission to the examination. Their admission at all the stages of examination for which they are admitted by this Registry viz., Written/Driving/Mechanical tests and the Interview will be purely provisional subject to their satisfying the prescribed eligibility conditions by way of furnishing documentary proof in support thereof. If on verification at any time before or after the said test/interview, it is found that the candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions, his/her candidature for the examination shall stand cancelled without any notice or further reference.

Any application received by the Registry after the last date i.e.
8.9.2018 shall not be entertained under any circumstances.

The eligible candidates will have to deposit Rs. 470/- per head as Registration Charges directly with Institute of Driving Training and Research, on the date of the Test. The fee can be paid only through Debit Card/Credit Card or Paytm.

No TA/DA will be payable to the candidates for appearing in the tests/interview.

The dates of the Tests will be notified on the Supreme Court website i.e. www.sci.gov.in.

[Deepak Jain]
Registrar (Admn.I)
SUPREME COURT OF INDIA
APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF CHAUFFEUR

1. Name : __________________________________________

2. Father's/Husband's Name : __________________________

3. Educational Qualification : __________________________

4. Date of Birth : ___________________________________

5. Age as on 1.7.2018 : __________________________

6. Category (Please specify) (Gen/SC/ST/OBC) : ________

7. Are you an Ex-Serviceman : (Write Yes or No)________

8. Driving Licence Number including number : _________

-------------------------------
Date of issue __________________
Date of validity ________________

9. Experience (attach experience certificate) : __________

10. Present Address : __________________________________

11. Contact No. : ____________________________________

Date : __________________________ Signature of the applicant